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The Problem
• Disciplinary boundaries can stifle academic innovation and rigor.
Influence on other fields is a measure of success.
• Much of the most innovative legal scholarship of the last several
decades has drawn on and affected other fields: Law and Economics,
Law and Society, Law and Neuroscience, etc.
• Many law students will draw on or work with other disciplines during
their careers, and schools differ substantially in the interdisciplinary
focus of their faculty scholarship.
• A citation in Science, the most read scholarly journal with roughly
130,000 subscriptions, does not affect a legal scholar’s or law school’s
ranking.
• A citation in the least-read law review does. Even the Harvard Law
Review has under 1,400 paid subscriptions.
• The exclusion of non-law citations discourages interdisciplinary work,
and the movement and the testing of ideas between fields. It also
distorts individual and school rankings.

Scholarly Impact Assessment Options
• Surveys
• SSRN Downloads
• Legal Impact: Citations in Law Journals and Law
Books to Law Professor-Generated Law Journal
Articles and Law Books
• Interdisciplinary Impact: Citations in Non-Law
Journals and Books to Law Professor-Generated
Articles and Books
• Total Scholarly Impact: Citations in Law and NonLaw Journals to Law Professor-Generated Articles
and Books

Benefits of Accounting for
Non-Law Citations
• Scope of Audience
• Influence of Audience
• Publication Expertise
• Gap-Filling
• Paradigm-Shifting
• Idea Transfer

Benefits of Accounting for
Non-Law Citations

The National Academies of Science and
Engineering and the Institute of Medicine (2005):
“Interdisciplinary research (IDR) can be one of the most
productive and inspiring of human pursuits – one that
provides a format for conversations and connections that
lead to new knowledge. As a mode of discovery and
education, it has delivered much already and promises
more—a sustainable environment, healthier and more
prosperous lives, new discoveries and technologies to
inspire young minds, and a deeper understanding of our
place in space and time.”

Methodology
• Staffing Requirement: 3  9

• Test suite of three similarly ranked schools with one librarian and
two research assistants.
• Final study of twenty nine schools expanded staffing to four
librarians and five research assistants.

• Tenured Law Faculty at 29 schools:

• Top 25 law schools, according to the US News 2019 Rankings, with
four random picks.

• Web of Science Author Search:

• Vandenbergh Mich* OR Vandenbergh MP
• Last name (full last name)
• First four characters of the author's first name or initials

• Post Search Filters

• Excluded “Law” Category
• Refined Publication Years (date(aft2012) and date(bef2018))
• Additional post-filter options where appropriate if results for an
author with a similar name are included in the search results. Any
and all custom post-filter options were recorded.

Methodology
• Create a citation report and record our three measures:
• Total Publications
• Sum of Times Cited without self-citations
• Citing Articles without self-citations

• Calculated interrater reliability: calculating the intraclass
correlation coefficient (ICC) which resulted in 95%
confidence intervals for each of our three measures.
• Average of Three: Every faculty member’s name was run
three times and the final product was the average of those
three times for each of our three measures.
• Ranking:
• Narrowed to law faculty members of the Top 25 US News Law
Schools (2019 rankings) who published at least one sole or coauthored article in a non-law journal during our time frame.
• Leiter-Sisk ranking by weighted score: 2 x mean + median

Challenges, Disclaimers & Caveats

• Web of Science shortcomings:
 Five-year/five-year

 Forced to develop a sub-faculty for each faculty that consisted of only
those tenured faculty who published an article that showed up in our fiveyear period.
 Peer review/publication time lines of some disciplines are very long (e.g.,
economics) versus others are shorter
 The five-year limitation favored those disciplines and journals with a faster
timeline (e.g., PLOS ONE, PNAS, etc.)

 First four characters or initials of the first name and the resulting
same name problem
 Unable to count citations to law journals in non-law journals
(filtering out “law”)
 Note: Since our study, WOS has expanded the date range options as
well as the ability to search a full first name, as opposed to just the
first four characters or initials of the first name, thereby correcting
many of the same-name problems.

 Impact Factor and Prestige of Publications or Citation Venues:
Our study, like all others, does not account for impact
factor/prestige of either the publication venue or the citation
venue.

Lessons Learned
• Life-time study rather than five-year limitation:

 Account for different co-authoring norms
 Peer review/publication time lines of some disciplines are
very long (e.g., economics) versus others are shorter
 The five-year limitation favored those disciplines and journals
with a faster timeline (e.g., PLOS ONE, PNAS, etc.)
 Treat age equally

 Star Effect:

 Minnesota ranks first in our study but twentieth in the US
News rankings for 2019. One scholar, Professor Susan Wolf, is
the most cited scholar in our study with 1,595 citations.
Removing her from Minnesota’s cohort would drop the
school’s weighted score to 49, placing it nineteenth. However,
Professor Susan Wolf is on Minnesota’s faculty, so her
citations count.
 E.g., Professor Pilar N. Ossorio of the University of Wisconsin
would rank at the top of our list of Top 50 Cited Faculty with
Fields and Citation Counts with 8,133 citations.

FAQ: Why Web of Science and not
Scopus (or Google Scholar)?
• At the time of the study, Vanderbilt did not subscribe to Scopus.
• Web of Science & Scopus are similar:

• Abstract and citation databases, containing information about journal
articles and other publications.
• Scopus is interdisciplinary with strengths in Science and Technology.
• Web of Science’s Core Collection covers Science, Social Sciences, and
Humanities.

• Scopus has a larger dataset (more articles, journals, and
conference papers) but quantity is not always better than quality.

• Scopus includes more non-US publications/international publications
than Web of Science
• Web of Science tends to have more consistent coverage of journals and
more robust author searching.

• Underlying problem that the data is closed and proprietary.

• “Initiative for Open Citations” that argues for the production of an
open-source database of scholarly citations in a standardized form that
would be suitable for bibliometric analysis, that incorporate DOIs
(digital object identifiers) and ORCID IDs.

FAQ: How many law journals are in the
citation pool and does this skew the
results?
• Because Web of Science assigns multiple categories
to journals, there was a small bleed-through of “Law”
journals into our citation pool, even though we
excluded the “Law” category.
• However, only 29 US law journals (out of 464 law
journals) were included as citation sources in our
study time period, most of which were highly
specialized journals in which US legal scholars would
not be frequently cited.
 Note: there are some exceptions (e.g., HARV. ENVTL. L. REV.)

FAQ: Are we picking up citations to
publications by law faculty that have
nothing to do with law, such as a
chemist PhD who later becomes a law
professor?
• This would be practically a zero in effect.

• Five-year/five-year problem Web of Science presented us –
i.e., the article must be published and cited in the same fiveyear period.
• Tenured faculty only.

• Possibly a few junior law faculty will have made the
transition from a non-law PhD to getting a JD then
joining a law faculty then publishing their PhD chapters
then getting cited within five years, however, this is
probably a zero in effect.

FAQ: Did our publications pool for
authors include more than articles (e.g.,
book chapters and conference
proceedings) and did the citation pool
as well?
• Yes

• The Web of Science Core Collection does include these
sources.
• Our publications pool for authors did include more than
articles (e.g. book chapters, conference proceedings,
etc.)
• The citation pool did include more than articles.

FAQ: Why filter out the Web of Science
“Law” journals if you are looking for
total impact?
Because the Web of Science law journal collection is
partial at best and spotty in terms of time coverage.
It is far from a replicate of Westlaw or HeinOnline.

FAQ: Why not count citations to law
journal articles in non-law journals?
We would have if we could have. But filtering out
“Law” prevented this (another shortcoming of Web
of Science).

